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Hello you

Welcome to our big blue guide to

Washroom, Cleaning and Janitorial

Supplies.

Since 1995, Futures Supplies have

established the standards of

expertise and innovation that still

define us today. Our long term

commitment, stability and

performance have made Futures

Supplies a leading washroom,

cleaning and janitorial supplier. 

There are many

companies to

choose from in our

sector, so we have

put together this

handy guide to help

you select the best

possible partner....



1
at your service

Service

Service defines a business. It

generates a positive "gut feeling"

that drives us to re-visit, buy more

and want to experience again and

again.  All businesses say they do

it, but not all deliver.  

Why us? Well we believe it's about

having a deep rooted passion for

customer care from people who are

committed, engaged and take it

personally. 

Imagine your business is the Lord

& Lady of the Manor and we are

your Butler, err... Randolph! 



2
perfect fit

Quality

You want clarity, not mystery and

uncertainty.  Does it do what it says

on the tin? Yes, because we offer

you the best possible products for

the job.  

High quality, affordable and

sustainable products are more

important now than ever before, A

combination of these qualities

along with individual attention and

time given to your specific needs is

what ensures we completely

understand your requirements and

tailor a solution that fits you

perfectly.



3
value added

Value

For over 15 years we have seen,

tried and tested hundreds of

products.  This research and

product knowledge enables us to

recommend the right product for

the job. 

We work closely with cleaning

contractors, facilities managers &

end users so that we can build on

our knowledge and offer the best

advice.  

So next time you have a toilet roll

jam, sticky, smelly, ugly or unsightly

cleaning challenge, give us a call,

we'll zip-up our anorak's and

provide you with some answers.



4
the extra mile

Reliability

Why can you rely on us?  Is it

because we are award winning?

Because we have carbon neutral

status?  Or because of our 24/7

website which provides full budget

control facilities? 

All of the above. But most of all it's

about being consistent.  

It's our consistency of approach,

care and purpose that makes us a

trustworthy and dependable

partner, though we know that

expectations are always rising,

which is why we always go that

extra mile to make sure your more

than just satisfied... you'll be thrilled

to bits!



5
doing our bit

Environment

It's 4.6 billion years old and 70% of

it’s surface is water.  

We have been committed to long-

term sustainability for many years.

Breaking old habits can be tough,

but once you start, it's plain sailing.

We have more than just a

environmental policy, we have

taken action across all areas of the

business, from accreditation to ISO

BS EN ISO 14001, the Ecover

products on our shelves - to how

our team travel to work and how

we deliver our products to you.  

We like to do our bit to cuddle the

world!



Simple really!

We hope you have found this

guide useful. Please keep it

somewhere safe, or give it to a

colleague, or contact us for some

more information, even to ask for

additional copies.

Whatever you decide to do, we

would love to hear from you.

Tel 020 8689 2072

www.futures-supplies.co.uk

What, no card? 

Give us a call on:

020 8689 2072 

for more details...

find us on:




